CLARION PARTNERS, LLC NAMES KEVIN BISHOP MANAGING
DIRECTOR AND PRODUCT SPECIALIST

NEW YORK – January 13, 2022 – Clarion Partners, LLC, a leading real estate investment manager, today
announced that Kevin Bishop has joined the Firm as a Managing Director. Based in Boston, Bishop will
serve as the Product Specialist focused on raising capital for Clarion’s multifamily sector platform, built
on the operating and development capabilities of Gables Residential.
Bishop brings nearly 25 years of experience in the investment sector to Clarion Partners, most of which
has been focused on real estate and includes a broad range of experience with a variety of institutional
products and strategies. Kevin joins Clarion from Manulife Investment Management where he and his
team were responsible for business development and investor relations for the global real estate
platform. Prior to Manulife, Kevin held senior positions at Guggenheim Partners and Fidelity
investments.
“Kevin brings a distinguished track record of achievement in multiple aspects of real estate investment
management to our organization,” said Ed Carey, Managing Director and Portfolio Manager. “We are
delighted that he has joined Clarion Partners.”
Bishop received a Bachelor of Arts Economics from Hamilton College. He holds Series 7 and 63 securities
licenses, the Chartered Financial Analyst designation and is a member of the CFA Institute, the CFA
Society Boston and the Pension Real Estate Association (PREA).

About Clarion Partners, LLC
Clarion Partners, LLC, has been a leading real estate investment manager for more than 39 years.
Headquartered in New York, the firm maintains strategically located offices across the United States and
Europe. With $65.9 billion in total real estate and debt assets under management, Clarion Partners
offers a broad range of real estate strategies across the risk/return spectrum to 500 institutional
investors across the globe. More information about the firm is available at www.clarionpartners.com.
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